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0. Introduction 
The spectra are numerous and various. We propose a general definition in terms 
of categories and functors. If CJ: A-B is a functor, the spectrum of an object B of 
C3 relatively to II appears as a set Spec,, B defined in a universal and functorial way, 
defining thus, a functor SpecU: tBOp*Set. We show, with some examples, that this 
notion recovers the classical spectra. The interest of the new notion lies in the fact 
that it is obtained by a generalization of the notion of adjoint functors in such a way 
that most of the results on adjunction can be extended and thus used for the study of 
spectra. For example, Peter Freyd’s adjoint functors theorem extends in a theorem 
on existence of spectra. This theorem easily proves the existence of multiplicative 
prime spectra of noncommutative rings, while their explicit constructions, given by 
Cohn in [3], are not straightforward. This existence theorem enables us to discover 
numerous spectra. Some appear as new formulations of old notions, others are new, 
as the spectrum of a Tychonoff space relatively to locally compact spaces, for which 
we solve the following universal problem: If E is a Tychonoff space and K is a set of 
subsets of E satisfying some properties, construct a locally compact space EK and a 
continuous map fK: E+EK which sends the members of K on relatively compact 
subsets and such that, for any locally compact space F and any continuous map 
g : E-F sending the members of K on relatively compact subsets, there exists a 
unique continuous map f : EK -+F such that ffK= g. We have solved similar universal 
problems for the complete spectrum of an ordered set, the normed spectrum of a 
topological vector space, the positive spectrum of a group and of a ring, but there 
are many others. 
1. Review of multiadjunction 
We refer on this subject to [4] and [5]. 
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Let U: A-B be a functor and B be an object of lb. A morphism from B to U is a 
pair (A,g) of an object A of A and a morphism g: B-UA. The morphism 
g’: B-UA’ factorizes through the morphism g: B-UA, if there is a morphism 
f: A+A’ in A which satisfies (Uf)g =g’. All the families of morphisms considered 
in the following are indexed by sets. 
A family (g;: B+IYA;);~, of morphisms from B to U is universal if for each 
morphism g : B+ UA from B to U, there exists a unique pair (i,f) of an index i of I 
and a morphism f : Ai -A which satisfies (Uf)gi = g. A functor U: A-+ IB has a left 
multiadjoint, if for any object B of [B, there exists a universal family of morphisms 
from B to U. A subcategory is multirefiexive, if the inclusion functor has a left 
multiadjoint. 
Let U: A-B be a functor having a left multiadjoint. To every object B of [B, let 
us assign a universal family (gi: B+ UAi)i,,, and to any morphism g : B’-+B of [B, 
let us assign the map I,: Is+IBG where Ihi) IS the unique element i’ of Is, such that 
gig: B’+ UAi factorizes through g?. We get, in this way, a functor [B“p*Set. The 
spectrum relative to thefunctor U: A-E3 is the functor Spec”: EP-Set defined by 
Spec&B) =Is and SpecU(g) = Ig. The set Spec,, B is the spectrum of B relatively to 
U. 
A connected limit in A is a limit of a diagram @ : 11+A where II is a nonempty 
small connected category. One has the following existence theorem for left multi- 
adjoints and spectra. 
Theorem. Let A be a category with connected limits. A functor U: A- 5 has a left 
multiadjoint, if and only if it preserves the connected limits and satisfies the 
Solution Set Condition. 
2. Some classical spectra 
2.0. Spectra of commutative rings 
2.0.0. Prime spectra. Let Spe+(A) be the prime spectrum of a commutative ring A 
(all rings are unitary). If f: B-A is a ring homomorphism, the map 
Spec&) : Spe+(A)-Specp(B) is the inverse image. Denoting CRng the category of 
commutative rings and their homomorphisms, one gets a functor 
Specp : d=RngOP+Set. Let Dam be the category of integral domains and injective 
ring homomorphisms. 
Proposition. lDom is a multireflexive subcategory of CRng. The spectrum of a com- 
mutative ring A relatively to the inclusion functor is the prime spectrum of A and 
the quotients of A by its prime ideals form a universalfamily of morphisms for this 
functor. 
It is in fact obvious that a ring homomorphism g: B-A with A an integral 
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domain, is of the form g = fp where p : B+Wkercgj is the canonical homomorphism, 
ker(g) is a prime ideal and f: NtercgJ -A is an injective homomorphism, and that 
such a factorization is unique. 
2.0.1. Semi-prime, primary, quasiprimary spectral. The semi-prime spectrum of a 
commutative ring A is the set Specs,(A) of semi-prime ideals of A, i.e. of ideals I 
which satisfy 
The primary spectrum of A is the set Spec,,(A) of primary ideals of A, i.e. of 
ideals I which satisfy 
VXEA, VyeA (xyE1=(.Ji’n~N,x”~I) oryEI). 
The quasi-primary spectrum of A is the set Spec QPr(A) of quasi-primary ideals of 
A, i.e. of ideals I which satisfy 
VXEA, V~EA (xy~I*(ZZrt~ikJ, x”EI) or (YnEfN, y”EZ)). 
These spectra give functors: CRng “P*Set. The ring A is reduced if every nil- 
potent is zero, primary if every divisor of zero is nilpotent, quasi-primary if it 
satisfies: 
Vx, Vy (xy = O= (x is nilpotent) or (Y is nilpotent)). 
These rings determine three categories IRed, IPrim, QPrim, the morphisms of which 
are the injective ring homomorphisms. 
Proposition. Red, IPrim, QPrim are multireflexive subcategories of CRng. The 
spectra of a commutative ring A relatively to the inclusion functors are, respectively, 
the semi-prime spectrum, the primary spectrum and the quasi-primary spectrum. 
The quotients of A by the members of the spectra form the universal families of 
morphisms for these functors. 
2.0.2. Multiplicative spectra. The multiplicative spectrum of A is the set SpecM(A) 
of saturated multiplicative subsets of A, i.e. of subsets C of A containing 1 and such 
that 
For a ring homomorphism f: B-A, the map Spec&) : SpecM(A)+SpecM(B) is the 
inverse image. So we get a functor: SpecM: CRngOP-Set. Denote CRng* the 
subcategory of CRng having the same objects and having for morphisms the local 
ring homomorphisms, i.e. the homomorphisms f which satisfy 
t/x (J(x) invertible *x invertible). 
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Proposition. CRng sr . IS a multireflexive subcategory of CRng. The spectrum of a 
commutative ring A relatively to the inclusion functor is the multiplicative spectrum 
of A, and the rings of fractions of A form a universal family of morphisms for this 
functor. 
Proof. For ZE Speck,(A), let A[C-‘1 be the ring of fractions and fz: A-+A[L-‘1 
the canonical homomorphism. A ring homomorphism g : AdB factorizes in the 
form g = ffz where Z= {x E A : g(x) invertible) and where f : A[Z- ‘1 -*B is defined 
by fu=(a) l f=(s)-‘)) = g(a)(g(s)-I). It is easy to see that f is a local homomorphism 
and that such a pair (Z, f) is unique. 
2.0.3. Prime multiplicative spectra. A saturated multiplicative subset .E of A is 
prime if 
(1) 06E, 
(2) VXEA, V~EA (x+yEZ=(xEZor yEZ)). 
They form the prime multiplicative spectrum of A denoted Spec&A) and they 
define a functor SpecpM : CRng“P*Set which is isomorphic to the prime spectrum 
functor, the isomorphism associating to Z its complementary in A. Let lLocc be the 
category of local commutative rings and local homomorphisms. 
Proposition. llocc is a multireflexive subcategory of CRng. The spectrum of a 
commutative ring A relatively to the inclusion functor is the prime multiplicative 
spectrum of A, and the localized rings of A form a universal family of morphisms 
for this functor. 
It is sufficient to see that a ring is local if and only if its set of invertible elements 
form a prime multiplicative subset, and that A[Z-‘1 is local if C is prime. 
2.0.4. Differential spectra. The preceding results extend to other classes of com- 
mutative rings, for example, to differential rings. In this case, we have to take the 
differential ideals and the differential multiplicative subsets. 
2.1. Spectra of distributive lattices 
2.1.0. Set of filters. Let llat be the category of distributive lattices with a smallest 
element 0 and a top element 1 and their morphisms. Let EE ILat. A filter of E is a 
subset @ of E such that 
(1) 1 E@, 
(2) OB@, 
(3) VXE@, b’y~E(xly=y~@), 
(4) VXE @, VyE @, XAYE @. 
The relation 3ae @, xAa =yAa is an equivalence relation on E which is com- 
patible with lattice structure. The quotient of E by this relation is denoted E/Q. 
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The spectrum of E is the set Spec(E) of filters of E. It defines a functor: 
ILaP~Set. A morphismf: E-F of iLat is focal if it satisfies 
VxcE (J-(x)=1-x=1). 
Let Ilat” be the subcategory of ilat, the objects of which are the nontrivial lattices 
(i.e. Of 1) and the morphisms of which are the local morphisms. 
Proposition. list * is a multireflexive subcategory of Lat. The spectrum of a distri- 
butive lattice relatively to the inclusion functor is the set of filters of E, and the 
quotients of E by its filters form a universal family of morphisms for this functor. 
If g : E-F is a morphism of ILat with F nontrivial, the set @ = g - ‘(1) is a filter of E 
and g factorizes through E+E/@ in a unique morphism f: E/@+F which is local. 
2.1.1. Set of prime filters. A filter @ of E is prime if it satisfies 
VxeE, b’yeE (xv~E@=(xE@ oryE@)). 
Theprimespectrum of E is the set Spe+(E) of prime filters of E. It defines a functor 
Spe+: lLaP+Set. A nontrivial lattice E is focal if it satisfies 
t/x~E, b’yeE (xvy= 1 ==(x= 1 or y= 1)). 
The quotient of E by a prime filter is local. Let ILoclat be the category of local 
lattices and local morphisms. 
Proposition. lloclat is a multireflexive subcategory of Ilat. The spectrum of a distri- 
butive lattice E is the prime spectrum of E, and the quotients of E by the prime 
filters form a universal family of morphisms. 
2.2. Spectra of categories 
2.2.0. Left multiplicative spectra of finitely cocomplete categories. Let A be a small 
finitely cocomplete category. The left multiplicative spectrum of A is the set 
Spec@) of sets of morphisms of A which admit a calculus of left fractions and are 
saturated (Gabriel-Zisman [6]). Denoting Catind the category of small finitely 
cocomplete categories and functors preserving finite colimits, we get a functor 
Spec, : Catind”P+Set. For each ZE Spec@,), take the category of fractions A[Z ‘1 
and the canonical functor Fz: A,-A[L’- ‘1 which preserves finite colimits. Let 
Catind* be the subcategory of Catind having the same objects and having for 
morphisms the functors which preserve finite colimits and reflect isomorphisms. 
Proposition. Catind 3: is a multireflexive subcategory of Catind. The spectrum of a 
category AE Catind relatively to the inclusion fun&or is rhe left multiplicative 
spectrum of A, and the categories of fractions form a universal family of 
morphisms for this functor. 
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If G : .A.- E3 is a functor of Catind, the set 
Z= {JE H(A) : G(J) is isomorphic} 
is a member of SpecL(A) and G factorizes in G = FF, where F: 4$5’-‘]- IB preserves 
finite colimits and reflects isomorphisms [6]. 
2.2.1. Thick spectra of abelian categories. Let A be a small abelian category. The 
thick spectrum of A is the set SpecT(A) of thick subcategories of A [8]. Denoting 
Abex the category of small abelian categories and additive left exact functors, we get 
a functor Specr: AbexOP*Set. For every lK~Specr(A) take the quotient category 
A/IK which is abelian and the canonical functor F,< : A+A/IK which is additive left 
exact. A left exact additive functor U: A+5 factorizes in a unique way in U= VF::, 
where IK is the thick subcategory of A, the objects of which are the XE A such that 
U(X) is zero, and where V is additive left exact [8]. Denote Abex * the subcategory 
of Abex having the same objects and having for morphisms those which reflect zero 
objects. 
Proposition. Abex* is a multireflexive subcategory of Abex. The spectrum of a 
small abelian category A relatively to the inclusion functor is the thick spectrum of 
A, and the family of quotient categories of A is universal for this functor. 
2.3. Spectra of non commutative rings 
The calculus of fractions and the localizations classically work only for commu- 
tative rings. But the existence theorem shows us that such notions do exist in the 
noncommutative case, for, if Rng denotes the category of rings, bloc the category of 
local rings and local homomorphisms [3], and IK the category of fields, we have the 
following statement. 
2.3.0. Proposition. ILoc and IK are multireflexive subcategories of Rng. 
Proof. (a) Let (Ai)ieo be a connected diagram in ILoc. Let (A,p) be the limit of 
(Ai)ie 0 in IRng. Let (Xi)ie, be an element of A such that Xi0 is invertible, for some 
object i,, in 0. For any morphism Q: i+i’ of 0, 
Xi invertible * X~ invertible. 
Because 0 is connected, one deduces that Xi is invertible for each iE 1 and thus, that 
txi)is 0 is invertible in A. It follows that the canonical projections pi: A-+Ai are 
local, that A is a local ring, and that (A,p) is the limit of (Ai)ia o in BLOC. It is obvious, 
moreover, that A is a field if the Ai are fields. 
(b) Let g : A-B be a morphism of IRng. Denote 
C={~EB:~~EN, ~REZ!(X, ,..., X,), 27x, ,..., x,,EA, y=R(g(x,) ,..., g(x,))). 
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C is a subring of B containing the inverse of its invertible elements in B and contain- 
ing the image of g. The homomorphism g then factorizes in the form g=fp where 
f: C-B is the inclusion homomorphism which is local and where the cardinal of C 
is upper bounded by Kc+ card A. Moreover, if B is a local ring (resp. a field), so is 
C. It follows that we get a solution set of morphisms from A to lLoc (or IK). 
2.3.1. Description of the spectra. The construction of the spectra forms Chapter 7 
of Cohn [3]. Here is a sketch. 
Let R be a ring. Denote M(R) the set of square matrices of R. If A, BE J(R), the 
diagonalsum of A and B is the matrix 
AiB= 
If A=(al,az ,..., a,,) and B=(b, ,..., 6,) E J(R), the determinantal sum of A and B 
relatively to the first column (or to another column, or to a row) is defined only if 
a2= b2, . . . . a,=b,and isAOB=(al+bl,a2,..., a,,). A matrix A is nonfull if it is of 
the form BC where B is an (n, r) matrix, C an (r, n) matrix with r< n. A prime matrix 
ideal of R is a subset 3 of -d(R) such that 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
3 contains any nonfull matrices, 
9 is closed for determinantal sums, 
I”AE 9, VBc_/((R), ABBE 9, 
~‘AE,&(R)(A+~E~=AE~‘), 
1 e 3, 
~‘AE_/((R), VBE_K(R), (A-~-BE.Y=AEY orBE3). 
The prime spectrum of R is the set Spe+.(R) of prime matrix ideals of R. If 
f: S-R is a ring homomorphism and 9 is a prime matrix ideal of R, the set 
f-‘(9’)={AU(S):f(A)E3) 
is a prime matrix ideal of S, called the inverse image of 9 by f. So we get a functor: 
Specp : lRngOP+Set. The locahzation of R at 36 Spe+(R) is the ring R, which is 
the R-algebra generated by the symbols a,> for all matrices (au) d 9, and satisfying 
the equations which, in matrix form, are written (a;)(aU) = (aU)(a,>) = I. A canonical 
homomorphism I 9 : R+R + sends the matrices of J(R) - 9 on invertible matrices 
and is universal for this property. One shows [3, Theorems 2.2 and 5.31 that R Y is a 
local ring. It is then a long work to prove the following. 
Proposition. The spectra of a ring R relatively to the functors lLoc+G?ng and 
IK- lRng are the prime spectrum defined by P.M. Cohn, the family 
(A Y : R-R VI~~S~~C~(R) 
is universal for the first functor and the family of residual fields 
(li:R-+i?.), 
is universal for the second. 
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3. Some new spectra 
3.0. Prime spectra of completely regular topological spaces 
Let Complreg be the category of completely regular (Hausdorff) topological spaces 
and continuous maps, and ILocomp be the category of locally compact (Hausdorff) 
topological spaces and proper continuous maps, i.e. such that the inverse image of 
any compact subset is compact [2). 
3.0.0. Proposition. ilocomp is a multireflexive category of Complreg. 
Proof. We use the existence theorem. 
(a) Let (Ei)ie 0 be a connected diagram in 1Locomp. Denote by (E, @i)is 1) the limit 
of the topological spaces Ei (iE U). The space E is completely regular. Let iO be an 
object of 0, and X a subset of E such that Pi,(X) is relatively compact. For any 
morphism a : i-i’ of 0, the map E, : Ei+Er being continuous and proper, one has: 
pi(X) relatively compact u pi’(X) relatively compact. 
Because U is connected, it follows that, for any ie tl, pi(X) is relatively compact. The 
product IIis, Pi(X) is then relatively compact in ITie, Ei. The inclusion XCIIi,, 
pi(X) shows us that X is relatively compact. It follows thatE is locally compact, that 
the projections pi are proper, and that (E, @i)ie 0) is the limit of (Ei)ie 1 in llocomp. 
(b) Let g: E+F be a continuous map with E completely regular and F locally 
compact. The closure g(E) of g(E) in F is a locally compact subspace of F, and the 
inclusion mapf: g(E)-+F is continuous and proper. if g, : E+g(E) is induced by g, 
one has g =fg,. It follows easily that we get a solution-set of morphisms from E to 
the functor lLocomp-*Complreg by noting that the cardinal of g(E) is bounded by a 
cardinal depending on E. 
3.0.1. Description of the spectra 
Let E E Complreg. 
3.0.1.0.AZ-setofEisasubsetofEoftheform{x~E:f(x)=O} wheref:E*Risa 
continuous map. They form a subset Z(E) of P(E), closed by finite unions and finite 
intersections. 
A prime ideal of E is a set .J’ of subsets of E such that 
(1) OE.J+C 
(2) VXel: YCX= Ye.& 
(3) E/XC .iu, VYE x: xu YE .;u,. 
(4) VXC E: {x} E .J’, 
(5) b’Xe.1, ~YE.~‘;YZ(E), ~ZEZ(E): YUZ=EandXfIZ=0. 
3.0.1.1. Proposition. Any prime ideal of E contains, at feast, a neighborhood of 
each point and all the relatively compact subsets of E. 
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Proof. Let .I be a prime ideal of E and XE E. Then {x) E X. Following (9, there 
exist YE .J” fl Z(E) and 2 E Z(E) such that YU Z = E and xb Z. Then E-Z is an open 
set which contains x and belongs to J’ by (2). Let X be a compact subset of E. For 
each x~X, let V(x) be an open neighborhood of x belonging to _#‘. From the open 
covering { V(x) n xl,, x of X, we extract a finite covering { V(X~)~X};~~~,,~. The 
relation 
xc ij W;), 
r=, 
with V(x;) E K, implies XE X. Any relatively compact subset also belongs to 1, for it 
is contained in its closure which is compact and then belongs to ;t: 
3.0.1.2. Proposition. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) E is locally compact, 
(ii) the set Jv, of relatively compact subsets of E is a prime ideal. 
Moreover, ;U, is the smallest prime ideal of E. 
Proof. The statement (ii)=)(i) is obvious, by Proposition 3.0.1.1. 
Let EE llocomp. The statements (l), (2), (3), (4) are easily seen. Let us show (5). 
Let X be a compact subset of E. For each XE X, let V(x) be a compact Z-set 
neighborhood of x in E. From the open covering {@x)~X}~,~ of X, we extract a 
finite covering { Q~~)nX}~,t,,,j. The set Y = U y= 1 V(x;) is then a compact Z-set, the 
interior of which contains X. The closed subset Z, = E - f being disjoint of X, there 
exist two Z-sets Y,,Z of E such that YC Yt, ZICZ and Y,flZ=O [I’, 3.101. Then 
YUZ> YUZ,=EandXnZc YflZc Y,nZ=0. Thesame statement follows forX 
being relatively compact. 
3.0.1.3. Theprimespectrum of E is the set Spec,(E) of prime ideals of E. If g: E-F 
is a continuous map and x is a prime ideal of F, the set g-‘(.;Y) = {XC E: g(X) E .J’} 
is a prime ideal of E called the inverse image of I by g. One gets thus a functor 
Specr : Complreg”P-rSet. 
3.0.1.4. The universal problem. Let .J’ be a prime ideal of E. A continuous map 
f: E-F sends the members of .J’ on relatively compact subsets, if f(X) is relatively 
compact for each XE x. We propose to construct a locally compact space E, and a 
continuous map f, : E-E, which sends the members of I on relatively compact 
subsets and such that, for any locally compact space F and any continuous map 
g: E-F sending the members of ._I’ on relatively compact subsets, there exists a 
unique continuous map f: E, -F satisfying ff*, =g. 
3.0.1.5. The space E, is constructed using results of [7]. A Z-filter on E is a subset J
of Z(E) such that 
(1) 0B ./I; 
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(2) EE A 
(3) VXE 5, YYEZ(E), (XC Y= YE 9% 
(4) VXE 9, YYE I: xn YE 9. 
It is prime if 
(5) VXeZ(E), YYcZ(E) (XU YE J-(XE 3 or YE 3)). 
A Z-ultrafilter is a maximal Z-filter. It is prime. The set /3(E) of Z-ultrafilters of E 
is the Stone-Tech compactification of E [7, Chapter 61. The topology has a base of 
open sets formed by the Xi= { V : & is a Z-ultrafilter and Xb %) where X runs 
through Z(E). 
The space E, is the set of Z-ultrafilters @ on E which meet A’, i.e. D ny#0, 
with the topology having a base of open sets formed by the X= {B : @ E E, and 
X6 & } where,X runs through Z(E). It is a subspace of P(E). It is open because, if 
‘U, E E,, , there is XE &,$I I; thus there exist YE A’ n Z(E) and Z E Z(E) satisfying 
YUZ= E and XnZ=0, and it follows that { ti : # E/~(E) and Zb D } is an open set 
of P(E) which contains %$, and is contained in E y, for 
(YUZ=EandZdV) = YE uft.y. 
Thus the space E, is locally compact. 
3.0.1.6. The map ff : E-E,. We know that the mapf: EdP(E), which asskws to X 
the Z-ultrafilter (x) of all the Z-sets of E which contain x, is continuous and injective 
[7, Chapter 51. It induces a mapf, : E-E,, because {x} E A’ implies the existence 
of Y~xnZ(E)suchthatxoY, sore, foreachxEE. 
3.0.1.7. Proposition. The map fy : E+E, is continuous, andfor any subset X of E, 
X E .ir/ @ f y (X) is relatively compact. 
Proof. (a) Let X E A There exist YE .J/ fl Z(E) and ZE Z(E) such that YU Z= E 
and Xn Z= 0. Then XC Y. The set f, ( Y) = { il/ : 9 tzp(E) and YE & } is closed in 
P(E) and contains f.(Y), and then f r(X). Because P(E) is compact, f.(Y) is 
compact and is contained in E, , for /U E f x ( Y) = YE .x f7 s?. 
(b) Let X$A Let J={ YEZ(E):~X’E.~, X’UY=E}. 3is a filter, for 
(1) Xg;Y=E@A=0@$, 
(2) OE,~=EE 3, 
(3) YE.yandZEZ(E)and YcZ=~X’E:.~,X’UY=E 
=3x’~.x, X’UZ=E=Ze y-, 
(4) Y,,Y2~y=2?X;,X;~.x, X;UY,=E=X;UYz, and then 
(y,n y2)u(x;ux;)=((y,n Y~)UX;)UX; 
=(yIux;)n(y,ux;)ux;= Y,UX;UX;=E. 
For each YE 5, we have Xn Y#0, for the relations Xfl Y= 0, X’U Y= E and 
X’E x would imply XcX’ and then XE .J’. The set 
9 =(ZEZ(E):~YE 9; xn ycz) 
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is then a Z-filter on E. Let +V be a Z-ultrafilter containing Y. +? does not belong to 
E, because, for any XEX, there exist YE;YOZ(E) and ZEZ(E) such that 
YUZ=E and XflZ=0, and thus ZE 3-C YC &and so Xg &. Let us show that # 
belongs to the closuref,(X) of f,(X) in P(E). One has 
fY(X)=n{Z:ZEZ(E) and XcZ} 
with.?={&: &~p(E)andZ~ &).But,forZ~Z(E)andXcZ,onehasZ~ YC’// 
and then 3 E 2. It follows that f, (X) is not relatively compact in E,. 
3.0.1.8. Proposition. For every prime ideal 9 of Ef, 9 = &, *f;‘(9) = 3‘. where 
;U’& denotes the prime ideal of E y formed by the relatively compact subsets of E,. . 
Proof. One has, by Proposition 3.0.1.7, 9=3y’, -f;‘(9)=f-‘(.iu,P)=A Let us 
suppose f; ‘(9) = J/. Let I E _F. We are going to prove that the closure of f in /3(E) 
is included in E,; that will imply that X is relatively compact in E #. Let >I/ E/~(E) 
belong to the closure of r- in P(E). Then 
VZ E Z(E), * ~24ns~+0, 
that is to say, 
VZEZ(E), Z6 ‘l/ = ~JI’E _K Zb U’, 
or 
VZeZ(E), Zt# #=ZB n &‘; 
V’S I
in other words, 
We claim that I E El. There exist CV E 9 nZ(,E,) and 2“ E Z (E,) such that 
xO2’=0 and ^LUz=EE,. Denote Z=&‘(U) and Y=f;‘(F). Then YUZ=E, 
YE y n Z(E), and Z E Z(E). Because 2’ is closed in Ex, 3 contains the closure of 
fAZ) in 8, which is {#‘EE, :ZE S’}. If %‘E x, then %‘B 3, and 
~‘${1’~E~:Z~~},thatis,Z~~‘.Itfollowsthateach6’~~containsY.Then 
YE % 0.K Thus % ~4~. 
3.0.1.9. Proposition. If F is a completely regular space, any continuous map 
f : E+F, which sends the members of y on relatively compact subsets, extends in a 
unique way to a continuous map g : Ex -+F. 
Proof. Let us identifyf,(E) with E. The uniqueness results from the fact that E is 
dense in Ex. If /3(E),B(F) are the Stone-tech compactifications of E, F, we know 
that f: E-+F extends to a continuous map p(j) : @(E)+/3(F) given by p(j)(%) = 
lim f (8) with f(S) = { YE Z(F) : f -I( Y) E Y }. Let us show that /?cf) induces a map 
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g: E, +F. Let # E E, . There exists XE .;Yn 4. Thenf(X) is relatively compact in 
F. There is a relatively compact Z-set of F containing f(X), denoted 2. If 
Y=f-i(Z), one has XCf-‘df(X))Cf-i(Z)= Y, then YE #, and thus ZE~(‘//). It 
follows that lim f( #) E F. 
3.0.1.10. Proposition. The family cf, : E-E,. ) y E Spec,cE, is universal. 
Proof. Let F be a locally compact space and f: E+F be a continuous map. Let ;Y 
be the prime ideal of E inverse image byfof the prime ideal &of relatively compact 
subsets of F. The map f extends to a continuous map g : E, -F. The prime ideal 
g-l(&) of E, is such that f~‘(g-‘(~~))=f;‘(.;)=~ By Proposition 3.0.1.8, 
g-i(&) = &. Thus g is proper. 
Assume JY’E Speq(E) and g’: Ew,*F~ llocomp are such that gf x =g%,. For 
XC E, X E x* fY (X) relatively compact @ gcf, (X)) relatively compact 0 g’cf,(X)) 
relatively compact of,,(X) relatively compact e XE x’. Consequently .x = .jY’; and 
g=g’ follows from the fact that fx is epimorphic. 
3.1. Complete spectra of ordered sets 
Let 0rd be the category of ordered sets and order-preserving maps. An ordered 
set is complete if each nonempty upper-bounded subset has a supremum. If E, F are 
complete ordered sets, a map is sup-continuous if it preserves the supremum of non- 
empty upper-bounded subsets of E. It is proper if, moreover, it satisfies 
VXC E ((X#0 and f (X) upper-bounded) = X upper-bounded). 
In this case, for any XCE, X+0, one has 
supE X exists @ supF f (X) exists. 
Let 0rdcompl denote the category of complete ordered sets and proper supcon- 
tinuous maps. 
3.1.0. Proposition. ardcompl is a multireflexive category of&d. 
Proof. We use the existence theorem. 
(a) Let (E&, be a connected diagram of 0rdcompl. Denote by (E,p) the limit of 
(Ei)iE o in 0rd. Let X be a subset of E. For ie 0, denote Xi=pi(X). For any 
morphism a : i-i’ in 0, one has 
Xi nonempty upper-bounded d Xi, nonempty upper-bounded, 
and, in this case, X,(supE Xi) = supE, X?. Suppose Xi, is nonempty upper-bounded 
for some ioc 0. Because 0 is connected, Xi is nonempty upper-bounded for every ie 0 
and (supE Xi)iel belongs to E and thus is the supremum of X in E. This shows that 
E is complete, that the projections pi are proper sup-continuous and that (E,p) is the 
limit of (EJi, I in Ukdcompl. 
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(b) Let g : E-F be a morphism of Ord, with F complete. Denote 
G = { supF f(X) : XC E, X# 0 and f(X) upper-bounded). 
Take, on G, the order induced by the order of F. Let Y be a nonempty subset of G, 
upper-bounded in F. Each y E Y being of the form y = sup, j(X,), one has 
sup, y= suPF{suP f(xy) :Ye y, = sUPF f 
and, thus, supr YE G. It follows that supr Y = supc Y and that the inclusion map 
f: G-F is proper sup-continuous. The morphism g factorizes in the form g=fg, 
where g, : E-G is induced by g. Then, we get a solution-set of morphisms from E to 
the functor Qrdcompl+Drd by noting that the cardinal of G is bounded by a 
cardinal depending on E. 
3.1.1. Description of the spectra 
Let E be an ordered set. 
3.1.1.0. A complete set of subsets of E is a set ..I of subsets of E such that 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
06../(, 
VXE _/(, VYcE(O# YCX= YE A), 
t/xc E: {x} E .J, 
VXE A: Sx= {xc E: ZZycX, x~y} E A’(. 
3.1.1.1. Proposition. The set _//E of nonempty upper-bounded subsets of E is com- 
plete and is contained in all complete set of subsets of E. 
Proof. It is obvious that _//E is complete. Let A be a complete set of subsets of E. 
Let A E _./(E. There is an upper-bound x of A. Then one has {x) E A, S, E A’ and 
AC”/(, 
3.1.1.2. The complete spectrum of E is the set Spec,-(E) of complete sets of subsets 
of E. If f: E+F is an order-preserving map and A aspect, then 
f - ‘(-H) = (XCE: f(X) E J’> is a complete set of subsets of E, called the inverse 
image of .A’ by f. One gets, thus, a functor Speco : Q)rdOP+Set. 
3.1.1.3. Proposition. The set E,, of hereditary subsets of E which belong to u/f is 
complete. 
Proof. Let y be a subset of E,, which is not empty and is upper-bounded by Y. 
For each XE x, one has XC Y, then Uxe, 
UXer-X~d. Because IJ 
XC Y. Because YE -4, one has 
xE ,-X is hereditary, one has UXEj. XEE #, so that 
lJXE, X=supn,(X). Let usdefinef, :EdE, byf,(x)=S,={yEE:ysx). 
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3.1.1.4. Proposition. For every XCE, one has 
XE .A * f,,(X) is nonempty and upper-bounded. 
Proof. One has X+00 f ,(X) #0. If XE ._N, Sx belongs to E,, and is an upper- 
bound for f N (X) because for each XE X, one has f,,(x) = S,CSx. Conversely, if 
XCE is such that f ,,(X) is nonempty and upper-bounded by Y, then X#0 and for 
eachxE X, S,=f #(x)C Y. Thus, Sx= U xeXSx~ Y. It follows that Sx E .A’ and then 
XE .A. 
3.1.1.5. Proposition. For any complete set “1 of subsets of E,,, one has 
<I =.//E ” @ fQ’(.A)=J/. 
Proof. The necessary condition follows from Proposition 3.1.1.4. Suppose that 
f@‘(A)=.,//. One has -HE, C_.C by Proposition 3.1.1.1. Let I’E.~. For each XE Se 
and x E X, one has S, C X, and thus S,r E S, . One has, then, 
Because S, ~.,t, Uxp , X is an upper-bound of 1: 
3.1.1.6. Proposition. If ,/( E Specc(E), and F is a complete ordered set, then every 
order-preserving map g: E+F such that g(X) is upper-bounded for each XE _/l 
extends in a unique way to a sup-continuous map f : E I + F. 
Proof. The map f: E,, +F is given by f(X) = sup, g(X). If Y.CE u is nonempty 
and upper-bounded, one has: 
f(suPE, x)=f u X = (XE I ) s”pF(g( LkX))=SUpF( L-Lg(X)) 
=supF{supFg(x) :xE 3 =sup,{f(X): Xc Lf-} =supF f(y). 
It follows that f is sup-continuous. The map f is uniquely determined, because 
X= u Sx=SUpE”{f#(X):XEX}. 
XE J
3.1.1.7. Proposition. The spectrum of an ordered set relatively to the inclusion 
functor Ordcompl+Ord is the complete spectrum of E and the family 
U-N : E+E,) ue.spec,g) is universal for this functor. 
Proof. Let g : E-*F be an order-preserving map with F complete. Let ,// be the 
inverse image by g of the complete set & of the nonempty upper-bounded subsets 
of F. The map g extends to a sup-continuous map f : Ey + F satisfying ff y = g. The 
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complete setf-‘(_HF) of subsets of EY is such thatf,‘Cf-I(&)) =g-I(&) = J. It is 
AE,. It followsthatfisproper. If,4i*,‘ESpeccEandiff:E,,+F,f’:E,,.+Fare 
proper sup-continuous and satisfyff, =flfy,, then, for every subset Xof E, one has 
XE A @Jfr (X) upper-bounded and nonempty ojYj&Y)) =fCfw (X)) upper- 
bounded and nonempty of,,(X) upper-bounded and nonempty ~,XE J’. It 
follows that A= A’ and f =f’. 
3.2. Normed spectra of topological vector spaces 
Let /Norm(R) be the category of normed real vector spaces and norm-preserving 
linear maps and let Uopvect(R) be the category of topological real vector spaces and 
continuous linear maps. The topology associated to the norm gives a functor: 
~orm(lR)+%opvect(i). 
3.2.0. Proposition. The functor [hiorm(il?)-*Uopvect(U?) has a left multiadjoint. 
Proof. We use the existence theorem. Let (EJiso be a connected diagram of 
k4orm(ll?). Let (E,p) be the limit of the vector spaces Ei (irz U). If (Xi)ie o is an element 
of E and a : i+i’ is a morphism of [I, one has llXil[ = IlXij. One then defines a norm on 
E by II (Xi) II = IIxi,iI f or some ioE 0. Then (E,p) is the limit of (Ei)i,i in rr\lorm(R). SO 
Norm(R) has connected limits preserved by Norm(R)+Topvect(U?). Let g: E-F be 
a morphism of Topvect(lR) with F normed. The norm on F induces a norm on g(E). 
By denoting g, : E--*g(E) the map induced by g and f: g(E)+F the inclusion map, 
one has g = fg, with f in tNorm(R). It follows that we get a solution-set of morphisms 
from E to Norm(R)+Uopvect(R) by noting that the cardinal of g(E) is smaller than 
the cardinal of E. 
3.2.1. Description of the spectra 
Let E be a topological real vector space. 
3.2.1.0. The normed spectruni of E is the set Spec,(E) of nonempty equalized 
convex open subsets of E. Every continuous linear map f: E+F defines, by the 
inverse images, a map SpecNCf): Spe+,(F)+Spec,(E). So we get a functor 
SpecN :Uopvect( lR)OP + Set. 
3.2.1.1. For B~spec,(E), the gaugepBof B defined byps(x)=inf{g>O:xepB} is 
a continuous semi-norm on E [I]. The set Ns = {x E E : ps(x) = 0) is a subspace of E. 
Let EB be the quotient E/N, equipped with the quotient norm, and fs : E+EB be the 
canonical projection which is continuous. One has IlfB(x)ii =p&). By [l]: 
x E B 0 us < 1* IlfsWll < 1. 
3.2.1.2. Proposition. If BE Spec,v(E) and F is a normed real vector space, and if 
g : E-F is a continuous linear map such that VXC B, ilf(x)ll < 1, then there exists a 
unique continuous linear map f : Ea -, F which satisfies ffs = g. 
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Proof. Let xENB. For every E >O, XE EB then (X/E) E B. Thus, for every E >O, 
Ilf(x)/eil< 1 and ilfor)il <E. So f(x) =O. It follows that g factorizes through 
fa : E+E/N, = Es in a linear map f : E B+F which is continuous because, for each 
XE E, one has 
Ilf&)ll < 1= x E B = IkWll < 1. 
3.2.1.3. Proposition. The spectrum of a topological real vector space E relatively to 
the functor Norm(iR)+Uopvect(R) is the normed spectrum of E and the family 
Us :E-%)~~spec,(~ is universal for this functor. 
Proof. Let g: E+F be a continuous linear map with F normed. Let 
B=(x~E:lIg(x)lj<l}~Spec,(E), 
and f: EB+F the unique continuous linear map which satisfies ffs =g. The map f 
preserves the norm, because, for any XE E, 
Ilf&)il =p~(x) = inf [Q : @ > 0 and t E B] 
and 
Ilf V&>)ll = IIg@)ll = inf 
t 
e : e > 0 and 
=inf 
&Be gx cl. 
e II ( >I1 Q 
If B’~spec~(E) andf’: Eg’+Fc Norm(lR) are such thatffB=g, then, forxEE, one 
has 
XEB* llf&)ll < 1* llf(fsWl< 1 
* ilf’(f&)ll < 1 * Ilfdx>ll < 1 ~xEB’. 
It follows that B = B’ and f =f‘. 
3.3. Positive spectra of groups and rings 
3.3.0. Let Ab be the category of abelian groups and Ordab be the category of 
ordered abelian groups and order-preserving homomorphisms which are proper, i.e. 
which satisfy Vx Cf(x)r:O=xrO). There is a forgetful functor: Drdab+Ab. The 
existence theorem easily proves that the functor 0rdab+Ab has a left multiadjoint. 
Here is a description of the spectra. 
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The posirive spectrum of an abelian group G is the set Specp(G) of subsets P of G 
such that 
(1) OEP, 
(2) VXEP, V’YEP: x+yEP. 
One gets a functor Specp : AbOp+Set. For PE Spec,(G), the set 
Hp={xoG:xEPand -xEP) 
is a subgroup of G. Denote by GP the quotient group of G by Hp, and fp : G+Gp be 
the canonical projection. An order on GP is defined by Xsg *y -x E P, so that GP is 
an ordered group. It is easy to see that 
(1) VXEG: x~Pof~(x)rO; 
(2) If PE Specp(G) and g : G+L is a group homomorphism with L ordered and 
such that g(x)20 for each XE P, then there exists a unique order-preserving homo- 
morphism f: Gp-+L such that ffp=g. 
(3) The spectrum of an abelian group G relatively to the functor 0rdab*Ab is 
the positive spectrum of G, and the family (G- GP)PESpec,CG, is universal for this 
functor. 
3.3.1. Let DrdRng be the category of commutative ordered rings and ring homo- 
morphisms which are order-preserving and proper. One has a forgetful functor 
0rdRng*CRng. The existence theorem shows easily that the functor 
UIrdRng-CRng has a feft multiadjoint. The spectrum of a commutative ring A 
relatively to this functor is the set Spec&4) of all subsets P of A such that 
(1) OEP, 
(2) VXE P, VyE P: x+ye P, 
(3) VXEP, VyEP:xyEP, 
(4) VXEA, VyeA ((xe P and -XE P)=yz~ P). 
For PESpe+(A) theset I,={x~A:x~Pand -xEP} is an ideal ofA. Denote 
by AP the quotient ring A/I, and fp: A +Ap be the canonical projection. AP is an 
ordered ring, and the family cfp: A +Ap)psspec,C,4J is universal for the functor 
CIrdRngdCRng. 
3.4. Other examples of multireflexive subcategories 
lLocomp(a), llocompara, llocompdis are the categories having for objects the 
(Hausdorff) locally compact spaces which are, respectively, a-compact, paracom- 
pact, and totally disconnected, and having for morphisms the proper continuous 
maps. They are multireflexive categories of Complreg. 
The category ILocompGr of (Hausdorff) locally compact groups and proper 
continuous homomorphisms is a multireflexive subcategory of the category TopGr 
of topological groups. It is also the case for rings, fields, modules, algebras, etc... 
Here are three multireflexive subcategories of the category UJni of uniform spaces 
and uniformly continuous maps. 
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llocompl: locally complete uniform spaces and uniformly continuous maps such 
that the inverse image of any complete subset is complete. 
kocprcomp: locally precompact uniform spaces and uniformly continuous map 
such that the inverse image of any precompact subset is precompact. 
Unilocomp: Uniformly locally compact uniform spaces and proper uniformly 
continuous maps. 
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